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IT IS JANUARY 1979 AND AN 18-YEAR-OLD
LUCIAN GRAINGE is standing by the pay phone in his
father’s shop, a pile of two-pence coins in one hand and
the receiver in another, about to make a call that will
change his life forever.

Back then the routine was one that had become famil-
iar to the young Grainge who, displaying the dogged
determination that would drive him on to become ulti-
mately the most powerful record executive outside North
America, diligently worked his way alphabetically through
the Music Week Directory phoning every listed record
company about the possibility of a job.

As Grainge himself now recalls, “It normally had two
or three people in there, the managing director, the
finance director and head of HR, and I always rang the
managing director and for some reason being a stupid
fool I rang at lunchtime from my father’s shop that had a
pay phone in it and I became very adept at timing – it was
2p coins I remember – when to put the money in so that
the pips were at a minimum because it’s not very cool 
to ring up the head of a record company as an 
18– or 19–year-old and say, ‘Any chance of a job?’ from a
phone box.”

As it was Maurice Oberstein, then chairman of indus-
try powerhouse CBS, answered the phone himself and the
confident Grainge “gave him some blarney, gave him my
sales patter”. 

“Everybody else had slammed the phone down or said
I should speak to HR or inevitably completely ignored it
when I left messages. For some reason when I got through
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to him he listened to what I had to say and arranged it so
that I could come in for a three-minute conversation with
him. I had three minutes to say something to him and I
met with him... we spent an hour,” says Grainge. 

“At the end of the meeting – I didn’t know it was a
meeting, I was just there; he had the meeting, I didn’t – I
said to him, ‘Now what happens? Do I get a job?’ He said,
‘I haven’t got a clue. I think you’re good. All the good peo-
ple end up at CBS and whether or not you work here in six
hours, six days, six months or six years I don’t care.’

“So I felt good about that because I’d had encourage-
ment. I was a kid. But I felt a bit let down because there
was nothing concrete. By the time I got home, which was
about an hour, an hour and a quarter later, there had been
a call from someone in the personnel department at CBS
and the rest is history.”

“The rest is history” is atypically Grainge in swiftly and
simply summarising the next three decades, a period in
which he grew from a junior talent scout at CBS music
publisher April Music into chairman and CEO of
Universal Music Group International, placing him only

second in seniority behind UMG global chairman/CEO
Doug Morris at the world’s biggest music company.

In fact, Grainge generally has little time for nostalgia
or contemplation, preferring instead to focus all his
efforts on what is or could be around the corner.

“I always think about tomorrow,” he says. “I never
think about yesterday or even what I did this morning or
what was achieved this morning. That’s really driven me
and it’s part of my philosophy in terms of what I’ve done
with my career and how I am with artists and how I run
the company. I’ve always banked what I did this morning,
even if it’s good or bad. It’s always about the next move.
What’s the next play?”

But two huge milestones have at least momentarily
prompted the chairman/CEO to sit back and reflect: his
own 30th year in the music business this year and the
thought that tonight (Monday) he will receive one of the
most prestigious honours in the UK music industry, the
MITS award. He will join a roll of honour that includes
such legendary names as Sir Elton John and Bernie
Taupin, Ahmet Ertegun, Sir George Martin and the man
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who took a chance with him back in 1979 – Maurice
Oberstein. But Grainge will be unique in receiving the
award as he is the first UK executive still running a major
to be recognised in this way.

“I’m very honoured. I’m flattered,” he says of the
award. “I think it’s a reflection obviously not just of
me. It’s the people I work with, the teams that I work
with and the artists. It’s the sort of thing that happens
to other people as opposed to happening to me so it’s
very nice.”

Compared to many executives who have had only a
fraction of the success he has had, Grainge finds it, if
not difficult, quite possibly pointless or even tiresome
in trying to analyse why he has been so successful. At
first glance then he could be regarded as a nightmare
interviewee for a journalist because he does not simply
“play the game”, easily offering up pearls of wisdom or
observations about the industry with some amusing
stories thrown in for good measure. But in reality his
stance only makes him a more interesting and fasci-
nating character because he does not look to hide
behind a nice turn of phrase or interesting anecdote.
As he likes to put it himself, he tells it how it is.

“I’m not particularly good at talking about this stuff,”
he admits. “I’m not particularly romantic. I don’t bullshit.
This is who I am, this is what I’ve done, this is my track
record, this is what happens when I mobilise. Look at the
results; you judge me.”

Those results alone are staggering, whichever part of
your career you care to look at. At Polydor, for example,
firstly as head of A&R and then managing director, he saw
the turnaround of a sleeping giant, which went from a
lengthy, barren run of domestic successes to possessing a
first-rate roster packed with mega-selling UK artists. His
elevation to replace John Kennedy running Universal UK
– a role he only relinquished this spring, nearly three years

into taking the UMGI job, saw the undisputed number-
one major hit even greater heights, while among the
notable achievements of his current role has been an
incredible run of global successes by Universal UK artists
such as Duffy, Mika and Amy Winehouse.

At whatever level he has been performing in the indus-
try, what seems to connect it all is an absolute focus on
A&R and talent, a lesson he has drawn on from both
Oberstein and Roger Ames, who replaced Obie as UK
chairman and CEO of PolyGram in 1992.

“I learnt from [Obie] to really protect your A&R and
I learnt that from Roger Ames as well,” he says. “It’s inter-
esting because they are two very different people with
two very different skill sets, but ultimately and funda-
mentally they saw it was about show business, managing
a business, overheads and margins, but fundamentally
protecting like a vicious dog your investment in people,
your investment in A&R and your investment to do what
is fundamental and, finally, I learnt very young from
both of them to be able to give yourself permission to fail
and to make mistakes. 

“They didn’t like it and you’d get a dig in the ribs – ‘Oh,
another fucking stiff you’ve had’. But I hope that, coupled
with speed and some insecurity – because I like speed and
insecurity, because there is always someone trying to eat
your lunch – that I’ve been able to instil a sense of that in
this company.”

“You have to be prepared to fail,” he continues. “It’s
the only way in which you can take risks, otherwise you’re
paralysed into inertia and not everything we do is going to
be right, whether it’s a business development initiative or
a digital idea, a song or a signing. We always have to do our
best and that is what was expected of me and that’s what

I expect from others.
“If you don’t shoot you don’t score and you can ponce

and piss about the box all day long and you can look
handsome and you can look fit. You can stick your chest
out and you can muck about, dilly dangle along and at the
end of the day the ball has to go across the line and how-
ever it gets there it’s good for the people within your com-
pany. It’s good for the artists, good for our business part-
ners; it’s healthy eating.”

Beneath the flamboyancy of Obie – a man as Grainge
recalls would sit in a BPI council meeting with a bow and
arrow through his head or “would wear the most outra-
geous pink lame jackets” – he also witnessed a first-rate
executive who he recalls was “fiercely competitive”.

“He didn’t see competitors. He just wanted to drive
through them,” he says. “He was someone who was an
extraordinarily good businessman and also someone
who I really learnt how to manage a recession from. He
was someone who I really learnt through observing how
important it was to run your business well and be
healthy and fit, because if you are healthy and fit, and the
harder it got to run up the hill, the more likely you are to
get there.”

But, when all is said and done, Grainge believes the
only real recipe for success is a very simple one: what it all
comes down to ultimately is having hits. “This is such an
uncomplicated business and people from the outside
think that it’s complicated and people from inside want to
make it complicated because they think that the more
complicated it is the more of a genius you are,” he says. 

“I’m the opposite of both of them; I like uncomplicat-
ed. You’ve got to have hits. It’s just about having hits. If
you have hits then everything else you do we’ll adapt to,
we’ll create, we’ll hire, we’ll recruit, we’ll duck and dive,
we’ll add to, we’ll create opportunity for, whoever with or
whatever business that may be. That’s the uncomplicated
part. That’s the bit that I learnt from Doug Morris.”

What also appears to have played some part in his suc-
cess is a sense of loyalty, a characteristic of his often
referred to by former and present members or colleagues,
and probably reflected by the impressively-high numbers
of staff who have remained with him across many years.

“I think loyalty is a very good thing,” he says. “I don’t
know I necessarily believe in loyalty as something which is
purely noble. I think that loyalty goes both ways. I’m not
complacent; I’ve never been complacent. I do believe in
loyalty, I believe in kindness. I believe in covering people’s
backs; I don’t put people into harm’s way. I expect that in
return.”

Among the most trusting and lengthy of those rela-
tionships has been the one between him and David
Joseph, whom he recruited at Polydor from RCA in 1998
and in March handed him the chairman and CEO job at
Universal UK.

“He’s the best in the business,” Grainge says of Joseph.
“The business changes, people change, people develop,
people improve their own style and skills set and it was
absolutely the right time for me to hand over the manage-
ment of the UK. I’d given David some other important
parts of the business in the form of Classics & Jazz and
operations, and made him president of the TV marketing
division working with Brian Berg. I slowly began to
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The graph represents Universal UK’s annual singles and albums market shares for the years 2001 to 2007, 
covering the period when Lucian Grainge was chairman and CEO. Source: Official Charts Company.
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encourage him to hone his management skills and his
understanding of wider parts of the business so he would
be ready for the appointment we got to at the beginning
of the year.”

Given that promotion only came almost three years
after Grainge himself had additionally taken charge of
UMGI, it might have seemed like he had been reluctant to
give up the UK company he had made so successful. If
Grainge is to be believed, though, he was more than happy
to pass on the responsibility to someone else.

“I called David Joseph from my holiday in France after
about a week of him starting and said, ‘This is the best hol-
iday I’ve had for years. It’s all down to you and I hope
you’re on your phone and on your Blackberry and they’re
all driving you crazy’ and then I put the phone down!”

As pleased as he is with the way Joseph is doing his old
job, Grainge offers an interesting new insight into why he
did both jobs for so long. He believes everybody over-
looked what could be achieved by him uniquely running
both the UK company as well as UMGI.

“What everybody missed was the opportunity for me
to have the two jobs which was to run Universal
International and manage the UK business, which was
actually the company’s USP [unique selling proposition],”
he says. “It’s something that had never been done before
and rather than all the pundits and the chirpy-birds com-
menting about this would happen and that would hap-
pen and that wouldn’t happen, I love it. The more people
chirpy-bird around me and the more
people who comment and assume
and analyse and decide, the more I
love it. It reaches deep into my soul.
That is the fighter in me so basically
I’m saying I’m not in the slightest bit
fucking interested what people
think. All I know is that I believed, as
did Doug Morris, that could be the
company’s USP.”

Those fighting instincts also continue to be coupled
with an outlook of optimism, despite the uncertainties
ahead specific to the music business and the more gener-
al issues of the credit crunch and an economic downturn
ever threatening to turn into a full-scale recession.

It would be so easy to paint a gloomy picture, but
Grainge is having none of that. “I believe in hope. I believe
in a dream and I love music,” he says. “I believe in music. I
love the music business; I’ve worked very hard and it’s
given me opportunities and memories and events and a
future that I’m very grateful for.

“When you’re a leader, part of what I believe you need
to give is certainty. If you are a proper leader you’ve got
enormous doubts as well and between the certainties and
the doubts is hope. So far so good. I’m not gloomy, I’m
wary. This is a challenging time for the business. We’re
talking now in the midst of such high drama in the busi-
ness and banking markets – the high drama we’ve been
experiencing in the music business the last five or six years. 

“Our sales have declined by X. Our overheads have
declined by Y, the number of people who work in the
industry has declined by W. We’re used to it. We’ve had our
tin helmets on for a long, long, long, long time and we are
far more adept at it and quick-footed than some of the
other people from outside the industry think we are.”

And, within the walls of Universal, which under
Grainge has grown its interests from simply selling record-
ed music to now incorporating the likes of artist manage-
ment, TV production and a merchandising arm, he can
only see opportunity after opportunity.

“I can’t predict the future, but boy
can I predict there will be one,” he
says. “The huge potential, the huge
opportunities for a company of this
size with our brand, with our lever-
age, with just the number of talented
people in it, the number of artists, the
number of people in digital, in busi-
ness development and sales and our
merchandise business, in our televi-

sion production business, in our A&R departments... real-
ly, it’s mind-blowing the breadth, the energy, the youth,
the quality. What part of my job is now is to make sure
they’re able to execute and sew it all together in this new
future, to do things and tread paths that certainly we have
never gone down, that the right music can take us down.”

Universal has notably been an early adopter and inno-
vator of new ideas, among them being the first to sign up
to Nokia’s Comes With Music initiative while partnering
with Sky on a planned new music subscription service.

As he notes, “I invest in music. I invest in creating
music. I invest in formats. I invest in people, I don’t sit on
the sidelines and comment and chirpy-bird and knit-pick.
I’m attracted to people who invest in music and when peo-
ple come to us from wherever and they say, ‘You know
what, we like music, we’re prepared to pay for it, we believe
it’s legitimate, we’d love to be involved with music and
we’re prepared to put our money where our mouth is and
are prepared to invest in it’, I think that’s a wonderful

thing. What I don’t like is people who come along and
think our music is their content and for free – i.e. no-one
gets paid, not the writers or the artists.”

Undoubtedly, the 48-year-old Lucian Grainge still has
the same enthusiasm about the business as that 18-year-
old trying to convince Obie to give him a job. Where that
will take Grainge next is to be determined, although the
rumour mill regularly has him about to relocate to the US
to succeed his own boss Doug Morris. For Grainge “to
even be mentioned with him is a great compliment”. 

“Doug Morris has definitely been the most important
person in my career,” he says. “He’s been in my life for a
decade. He is the person that has given me incredible
opportunity and insights and experience and wisdom and
philosophy and so on and so on. Doug Morris is a great,
he’s a legend and he’s about tomorrow as well. Doug
Morris has ears, taste, wisdom that is all about the future.
That is what he instils in me. I’ve got a very special, unique
relationship with him.”

But, in whichever direction his career heads, for
Grainge himself the heart of his job will always funda-
mentally be the same one he started as a teenager at
April Music at the tail-end of the Seventies – a talent
scout. “I started as a talent scout and when I’m done –
and hopefully I can do it for another 30 years – I’ll still
be a talent scout. I’m just talent scouting now for 
different things. Then it was songs and bands, now
it’s bands, songs, artists, ideas, business partners, 
anything.”

And he is still as hungry for that next hit.

PICTURE
ABOVE LEFT 
Talent spotter:
Grainge’s 
fundamental role
is still, he argues,
talent scouting –
and he continues
to work with 
talents such 
as Mika 

RANK ALBUM ARTIST LABEL SALES

1 Scissor Sisters SCISSOR SISTERS Polydor 3.1m
2 Hopes And Fears KEANE Island 2.6m
3 Beautiful World TAKE THAT Polydor 2.4m
4 Eyes Open SNOW PATROL Fiction/Polydor 2.1m
5 Back To Black AMY WINEHOUSE Island 2.0m
6 Employment KAISER CHIEFS B Unique/Polydor 1.9m
7 Gotta Get Thru This DANIEL BEDINGFIELD Polydor 1.6m
8 Final Straw SNOW PATROL Fiction/Polydor 1.6m
9 Elephunk BLACK EYED PEAS Polydor 1.5m
10 The Eminem Show EMINEM Interscope/Polydor 1.5m

The above shows Universal UK’s biggest-selling albums between July 2001 and March
2008, the period when Lucian Grainge was chairman and CEO
Source: OCC/Music Week research

UNIVERSAL UK’S BIGGEST ALBUMS
UNDER LUCIAN GRAINGE

RANK ALBUM ARTIST LABEL SALES

1 (Is This The Way To) Amarillo TONY CHRISTIE/PETER KAY UMTV 1.2m
2 Do They Know It’s Christmas? BAND AID 20 Mercury 1.1m
3 Hero ENRIQUE IGLESIAS Polydor 0.8m
4 Where Is The Love BLACK EYED PEAS Polydor 0.6m
5 Sound Of The Underground GIRLS ALOUD Polydor 0.6m
6 Umbrella RIHANNA FEAT. JAY-Z Mercury 0.6m
7 Without Me EMINEM POLYDOR Polydor 0.5m
8 Because I Got High AFROMAN Universal 0.5m
9 Lose Yourself EMINEM Polydor 0.5m
10 I Don’t Feel Like Dancin’ SCISSOR SISTERS Polydor 0.5m

The above shows Universal UK’s biggest-selling singles between July 2001 and March
2008, the period when Lucian Grainge was chairman and CEO
Source: OCC/Music Week research

UNIVERSAL UK’S BIGGEST SINGLES
UNDER LUCIAN GRAINGE

Timeline 1979–2008

1979 Lucian Grainge joins April Music/CBS as
talent scout, ultimately being promoted to head of
the creative department
1982 Becomes RCA Music Publishing director
1985 Made director of A&R at MCA Records
1986 Joins PolyGram as managing director to set
up its newly-formed UK music publishing company
1993 Joins Polydor as general manager of A&R and
business affairs
1997 Promoted to Polydor managing director
1999 Elevated to Universal UK deputy chairman
under John Kennedy
2001 Replaces Kennedy as chairman and CEO of
Universal UK
2005 Promoted to chairman and CEO of Universal
Music Group International, while retaining his UK
responsibilities
2008 Hands over UK role to David Joseph;
honoured at the Music Industry Trusts dinner

“I can’t predict 
the future, but boy
can I predict there
will be one…” 
Lucian Grainge 
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